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THE BIG PICTURE

EUROPEAN CENTRALITY AND THE
PROBLEM OF EUROCENTRISM

During the century and a half between 1750 and 1900, sometirnes referred to
as the "long nineteenth century," r\,vo new and related phenomena held center
stage in the global history of humankind and represent the major thernes of the
four chapters that follow. The first of these, explored in Chapters 1,6 and 1.7,

was the creation of a new kind of human society, commonly called "modern."
It emerged from the intersection of the Scientific, French, and Industrial Rev-
olutions, all of which took shape initially in-Western Europe. Those societies
generated many of the transformative ideas that have guided human behavior
over the past several centuries: that movement toward social equality and the
end of poverry was possible; that ordinary people might participate in political
life; that nations nright trump empires; that women could be equal to men; that
slavery was no longer necessary.

The second theme of this long nineteenth century, which is addressed in
Chapters 18 and 19, was the growing abiliry of these modern societies to exer-
cise enorrnous power and influence over the rest ofhumankind. In some places,

this occurred within expanding European empires, such as those that governed
India, Southeast Asia, Afüca, and Pacific Oceania. Elsewhere, it took place
through less formal means-economic penetration, military intervention, dip-
lomatic pressure, missionary activiry-in states that remained ofiìcially indepen-
dent, such as China, Japan, the Ottoman Empire, and various countries in Latin
America.

Together, these fwo phenomena thrust Western Europe, and to a lesser

extent North America, into a new and far more prominent role in world history
than ever before. While various regions had experienced sprouts of moderniry
during the "early modern" centuries, it was in'W'estern European societies that
these novel ways of living emerged most fully. Those societies, and their North
American offspring, also came to exercise a wholly unprecedented role in world
affairs, as they achieved, collectively, something approaching global dominance
by the early twentieth century.

But if Europeans were moving toward dominance over other peoples, they
were also leading a human intervention in the natural order of unprecedented
dimensions, largely the product of industrializatioî. The demand for raw mate-
rials to supply new factories and to feed their workers drove developments
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across the globe, leaving a mark on such remote regions as the high peaks of the
Andes, the guano islands of the Pacifìc, and the plains of Kansas andArgentina
as well as on the industrial cities ofWestern Europe and North America. Grow-
ing numbers of scientists and other scholars now argue that humankind was

then entering a new era, not only in human history but also in the history of
the planet-its biological regime, its atmosphere, its climate, even its geology.
They have called it the Anthropocene, or the "age of tnan."

Historically, scientists have viewed human activiry as incidental to the larger
processes that have shaped the physical and biological evolution of the earth.

But now they are suggesting that over the past several centuries, humankind
itself has become an active agent of change in this domain, rapidly reshaping the
planet. While these changes became more pronounced and obvious in the sec-

ond half of the twentieth century, the European moment of the long nine-
teenth century takes on an added significance as the starting point of an epic
transformation in the relationship of humanity to the earth, equivalent perhaps

to the earþ stages of the Agricultural Revolution. While human beings have

long felt themselves vulnerable to nature, in recent centuries unprecedented
numbers of humans, possessing unprecedented powers and material desires,

have left nature increasingly vulnerable to humans.

Eurocentríc Geography anil Hístory
The unprecedented power that Europeans accumulated during the long nine-
teenth century included the ability to rewrite geography and history in ways

that centered the human story on Europe and to convey those views power-
fully to other people. Thus flat maps placed Europe at the center of the world,
while dividing Asia in half. Europe was granted continental status, even though
it was more accurately only the western peninsula of Asia, much as India was

its southern peninsula. Other regions of the world, such as the Far East or the
Near (Middle) East, were defined in terms of their distance from Europe. The
entire world came to measure longitude from a line, known as the prime merid-
ian, which passes through the Royal Astronomical Observatory in Greenwich,
England.

History textbooks as well often reflected a Europe-centered outlook, some-
times blatantly. In 1874, the American author William O. Swinton wrote An
Outline of the Woild's History, a book intended for use in high school and col-
lege classes, in which he flatly declared that "the race to which we belong, the

Aryan, has always played the leading part in the great drama of the world's
progress."l Other peoples and civilizations, by contrast, were long believed
to be static or stagnant, thus largely lacking any real history. Most Europeans

assumed that these "backward" peoples and regions must either imitate the
-Western model or face further decline and possible extinction. Until the mid-
twentieth century, such ideas went largely unchallenged in the'Western world.
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They implied that history was a race roward the finish line of moderniry. The
fact that Europeans arrived there first seemed to suggest something unique,
special, or superior about them or their culture, while everyone else struggled
to overcome their inadequacy and catch up.

As the discipline of world history took shape in the decades after 'world
'war II, scholars and teachers actively sought to counteract such Eurocentric
understandings of the pasr, but rhey faced a special problem in dealing with
recent centuries. FIow can we avoid Eurocentrism when dealing with a phase
of world history in which Europeans were in fact central? The long nineteenth
century, after all, was "the European moment," a time when Europeans were
clearly the most powerful, most innovative, most prosperous, most expansive,
and most widely imitated people on rhe planet.

C o un teríng Euro centr í s m
At least five answers to this dilemma are reflected in the chapters that follow.
The first is simply to remind ourselves how recent and perhaps how brief the
European moment in world history has been. other peoples too had times of
"cultural flowering" that granted them a period of primacy or influence-for
example, the Greeks (500 r.c.E.-200 c.E.), Indians of South Asia (200-600 c.E.),
Arabs (600-1000), chinese (1000-1500), Mongols (1200-1350), and Incas and
Aztecs (fifteenth century)-but all of these were limited to particular regions
ofAfro-Eurasia or the Americas.2 Even though the European moment operated
on a genuinely global scale, 'western peoples have enjoyed their worldwide
primacy for at most two centuries. Some scholars have suggested that the events
of the late twentieth and earþ twenty-first centuries-the end of colonial
empires, the rise of India and especially china, and the assertion of Islam-
mark the end, or at least the erosion, of the age of European predominance.

Second, we need to remember that the rise of Europe occurred within an
international context. It was the withdrawal of the Chinese naval fleet that
allowed Europeans to enter the Indian ocean in the sixteenth century, while
Native Americans'lack of immunity to European diseases and their own divi-
sions and conflicts greatly assisted the European takeover of the'western Hemi-
sphere. The Industrial Revolution, explored in chapter 17, likewise benefited
from New World resources and markets and from the stimulus ofsuperior Asian
textile and pottery production. chapters 18 and 19 make clear that European
control of other regions everywhere depended on the cooperation oflocal elites.
Such observations remind us that the remarkable-indeed revolutionary-
transformations of the European momenr in world history did not derive wholly
from some special European genius or long-terrn advantage. Rather, they
emerged from a unique intersection of European historical development with
that of other peoples, regions, and cultures. Europeans, like everyone else, were
embedded in a web of relationships that shaped their own histories.
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A third reminder is that the rise ofEurope to a position of global dominance

was not an easy or automatic process. Frequentþ it occurred in the face of fero-

cious resistance and rebellion, which often required Europeans to modify their

policies and practices. The so-called Indian mutiny in mid-nineteenth-century

South Asia, a massive uprising agâinst British colonial rule, did not end British

control, but it substantially transformed the character of the colonial expe-

rience. In Africa, fear of offending Muslim sensibilities persuaded the British to

keep European missionaries and mission schools out of northern Nigeria during

the colonial era. Even when Europeans exercised political power' they could

not do so precisely as they pleased. Empire, formal and informal alike, was always

in some ways a negotiated anângement'
Fourth, peoples the world over made active use of Europeans and European

ideas for their own pu{poses, seeking to gain advantage over local rivals or to

benefìt themselves in light of new conditions. In Southeast Asia, for example, a

number of highland minority groups, long oppressed by the dominant lowland

Vietnamese, viewed the French invaders as liberators and assisted in their take-

over ofVietnam. Hindus in India used the railroads, introduced by the British,

ro go on pilgrimages to holy sites more easily, while the printing press made

possible the more widespread distribution of their sacred texts. During the

Haitian Revolution, examined in Chapter 16, enslaved Afücans made use of
radical French ideas about "the rights of man" in ways that most Europeans

never intended. The leaders of a massive Chinese peasant upheaval in the mid-

nineteenth century adopted a unique form of Christianity to legitimate their

revolutionary assault on an ancient social order. Recognizing that Asian and

African peoples remained active agents, pursuing their own interests even in

oppressive conditions, is another way of countering residual Eurocentrism.

Moreover, what was borrowed from Europe was always adapted to local

circumstances. ThusJapanese or Russian industrial development did not wholly

follow the pattem of England's Industrial Revolution. The Christianiry that

took root in the Americas or later in Africa evolved in culturally distinctive ways.

Ideas of nationalism, bom in Europe, were used to oPpose European imperial-

ism throughout Asia and Afüca. Russian and Chinese socialism in the twentieth

century departed in many ways from the vision of Karl Marx. The most inter-

esting stories of modern world history are not simply those of European tri-
umph or the imposition of'Western ideas and practices but those of encounten,

though highly unequal, among culturally different peoples. It was from these

encounters, not just from the intentions and actions of Europeans, that the dra-

matic global changes of the modern era arose'

A fifth and fìnal antidote to Eurocentrism in an age of European centraliry

lies in the recognition that although Europeans gained an unprecedented prom-

inence on the world stage, they were not the only game in town, nor were they

the sole preoccupation of Asian, African, and Middle Eastern peoples. While

China confronted'Western aggression in the nineteenth century, it was also
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absorbing a huge population increase and experiencing massive peâsânt rebel-
lions that grew out of distinctly Chinese conditions. The long relationship of
Muslim and Hindu cultures in India continued to evolve under British colonial
rule, as it had for centuries under other political systems. West African societies
in the nineteenth century experienced a weve of religious wars that created
ne\Ã/ states and extended and transformed the practice of Islam, and that faith
continued its centuries-long spread on the continent even under European
colonial rule. A further wave of wan and state formation in southern Africa
transformed the political and ethnic landscape, even es European penetration
picked up speed.

None of this diminishes the significance of the European momenr in world
historf, but it sets that moment in a larger context of continuing patterns of
historical development and of interaction and exchange with other peoples.
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Industrial and Global Integration

Part Five of this text corresponds to Period 5 of theAP@ course outline and

constitutes 20 percent of theAPo exam. The 150 years addressed in these chap-

ters have greât historical significance in many ways. Environmentally, they

mark the advent of the Anthropocene erâ, when human activity began to

affect the planet in ways that will be apparent for centuries to come. Much of
this activity was occasioned by the Industrial Revolution (IR), a thorough

transformation of economic life that began in Europe but grew to global

dimensions. That economic transformation, in turn, lay at the heart of what

we have come to call "moderniry," as new kinds of social life and new cul-

tural outlooks began to take shape. In political terms, all of this led to a

mounting influence of European peoples and countries, amounting to an

unprecedented, albeit temporary, dominance of one part of the world over

the entire globe.
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